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“Puff!”

Tianlong looked at the unbelievable scene in front of him, and sat down directly on the ground.

Horrified!

Everyone’s eyes have to fly out!

How is this going?

The chain of the dragon is broken?

how can that be!

Tiance Mansion has always been, no matter how powerful it is, as long as it is locked by the dragon
chain, it cannot be opened at all.

There is no possibility!

There is no precedent!

But on Levi Garrison’s body, the chain of the dragon was broken!

this is too scary!

Xuan Lang carefully looked at the broken part of the chain dragon chain, and whispered: “This was
caused by terrible burning and terrifying power! This is too terrible! Who in the world can have such
terrifying power? This is impossible. ! “

yellow Fox reluctantly shook his head:”! do not believe that there is no way, Suolong chain is broken,
the leaves monarchs fled ” “

is Ye monarchs own strength I can not believe I felt someone to save him?!! “

Denon The eyes of a few people are unbelievable.

“Someone else rescued it? Dare to ask who has the strength to open the lock dragon chain?”

“It’s better to spread the news as soon as possible!”

…

“Levi Garrison has escaped!!!”

“Levi Garrison has escaped!!!”

… the

whole The dark spots are in a mess.

Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan soon received news that Levi Garrison had fled.

Shocked up and down.

The main reason was that the Chain Dragon chain was broken, which is equivalent to defeating the
dignity of Tiance Mansion!

No one has ever done it in history!

Their cognition is about to collapse!

They never thought that one day someone would open the dragon chain!

This is equivalent to telling them that the earth is not round, but flat!

Even the facts have already happened!

But everyone still doesn’t believe it!

How can the lock dragon chain be opened?

This is impossible!

Resort in the villa.

Several people in Tianlong looked sad.

“This is just great, Ye monarchs ran! Executives ordered the children to cultivate sister leaves
monarchs! Anyone not move them! We even blackmail Ye monarchs cards gone! This time what to do?”

“Our House The Lord suggested to use Levilia and several people to coerce Levi Garrison back, but
was rejected by the high-level! He also punished the pavilion master! Warned everyone not to touch the
children! Otherwise, kill them without pardon!”

“Hey, this is a big trouble! Double blow! !”

…

Several people discussed.

Levi Garrison did not leave directly, but hid in this holiday villa.

Hearing a few people’s conversation, he secretly breathed a sigh of relief.

that is really good!

The actions of the East Island forces have caused severe damage to the genius seedlings.

Originally, Levilia had the talent to be the only one who has no king. Who dares to make a fuss about
her now?

It must be offered as a treasure in Tiance Mansion!

His worries are gone!

Now that the second plan of the East Island forces had been successful, it would be useless for him to
remedy it.

For the present plan, first find Zoey and the others.

Now Levi Garrison has established a special contact with the seven evil gods.

After Levi Garrison left here, he quickly contacted the seven evil gods.

And hurried to where they are.

Suddenly, an explosive news came out-

Levi Garrison, the descendant of the Heretic God, fled from Tiance Mansion and disappeared!

Not long ago, the news released by Commoner Killing God, everyone was still immersed in doubts.

Now there is another heavy news, everyone is scalp numb.

“What? Levi Garrison escaped from Tiance Mansion? Is he really terrifying to this level?”

“Even Tiance Mansion can’t hold him? Then who else can control him?”

“No, defeated Ye in the first place ? Who are the people of King’s Landing? I beg him to make another
move!”

…

Richard and the East Island forces are planning the next step.

Hearing this news, I was shocked.

“What? Levi Garrison escaped???”

Richard’s eyes were about to fly out.
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Isn’t that the case with the East Island forces?

This is totally wrong!

I thought the biggest enemy was eliminated.

As a result, he escaped again?

how can that be?

That is the strongest ancient martial arts institution in Erudia!
Levi Garrison was locked with a dragon chain again.

How did he escape?

Levi Garrison’s escape had too much influence on them!

Maybe it will bring terrible disasters to them!

“It shouldn’t be. According to Levi Garrison’s strength, he won’t be able to unlock the dragon chain
anyway!”

“What’s the matter? Is someone helping Levi Garrison?”

…

Richard and the others fell into deep thought.

After thinking about it for a long time, Richard immediately said: “Now Levi Garrison’s first thing is
definitely to find Zoey! We can work on Zoey’s body! The faster the better!”

“Okay, we understand!”

…

The release of news.

Let Tiance Mansion become a shame!

The whole world is full of infamy!

The dignified Tiance Mansion has become a laughing stock!

Especially the legendary lock dragon chain, which can never be opened after being locked, has
become a joke…

Looking back at the power of the evil god, everyone applauded!

Tiance Mansion couldn’t hold Levi Garrison!

Their future is very good.

Lin Tianlong and others looked depressed, and began to think about Tiance Mansion.

Fu Jia and Ning were still relieved when they heard the news.

Levi Garrison is fine.

They don’t even know why they are so worried about Levi Garrison.

After Levi Garrison fled, Tiance Mansion didn’t know what measures to take.

There is no solution yet.

It was a fluke to catch Levi Garrison last time.

What about this time?

I don’t even know where Levi Garrison is.

How to catch it?

What do you rely on?

Could it be that Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan show all their hole cards?

Doesn’t this allow those overseas countries to succeed?

The eyes of the world are focused on this.

& No one dared to show his cards!

The point is that I don’t know who hurt Levi Garrison!

So everyone deposited their only hope on the commoner killing god alone.

Besides, Levi Garrison ran all the way.

Finally ran into the seven evil gods in a villa outside the capital.

“Little Master, is your injury okay?” The

seven evil gods were all worried when they saw Levi Garrison’s body covered in blood.

Levi Garrison waved his hand: “It’s okay, it’s just a small injury! I left it when I broke free of the dragon
chain!”

“The little master is really a genius who has never met in a thousand years! The three friends of the
old master are all trapped by the dragon chain, no more I haven’t come out. I still don’t know whether it
is death or life!”

“Yes, the old master who said that the chain of dragons is useless to him is the old master! The little
master has come true directly!”

… The

seven evil gods don’t hesitate to praise them, yes. He praised Levi Garrison.

Levi Garrison was anxiously looking for the whereabouts of Zoey.

“Little master, Miss Li is inside! Let’s take you there!” The

seven evil gods led the way.

“Little Master, right there!”

Everyone met in the villa.

Levi Garrison was stunned when he saw Zoey, who was also stunned when he saw him.

It was too late for Wen Lei to stop it.

The two sides met directly.

It can’t be avoided.

“Zoey, how are you?”

Seeing Zoey’s return to normal, Levi Garrison couldn’t help but utter a surprise.

But Zoey froze in place.

Watching Levi Garrison speak out.

In the next moment, Zoey broke out with a terrible murderous intent.

Coming across across the sky and covering the villa.

The seven evil gods are all frightened!

The last person with such a terrifying murderous aura was their old master-Huoyun Cthulhu!

Zoey’s eyes gradually turned red, revealing a bloodthirsty killing intent.

“Levi Garrison, you must die!”

Zoey dyed his mouth with spring thunder.

“You run! She doesn’t recognize you anymore! She will only treat you as an enemy!”

Wen Lei yelled quickly.

It’s just too late.

The plum is dyed.

Thunder’s ultimate move, take Levi Garrison straight.

Don’t give him any chance to escape.
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Levi Garrison had no choice but to fight!

“Boom!” With a

punch, Zoey directly tore the villa in half, splitting a deep gully in the middle.

This shocked the seven evil gods.

Is this woman too exaggerated?

Looking at the gentle and virtuous in front, now is so violent and terrifying?

“I didn’t tell you, in fact, it was her who defeated your master!”

Wen Lei said next to her .

“Hiss!”
Everyone sucked in a cold breath.

No wonder the Common Killer came forward to prove that he was not defeated by himself.

It turned out to be her!

“Perhaps your master has kept your hands! But no one can subdue the two of them!”

Hearing Wen Lei’s words, the seven evil gods felt shocked.

too frightening!

Zoey is in a big way, every move is ruining the world.

Levi Garrison found that Zoey seemed more terrifying than last time!

What’s going on here?

“Everyone, let’s control Zoey first!”

Wen Lei also joined the battle.

During this time, she has become more adept at controlling her superpowers, and her potential
development has also grown.

The seven evil gods also joined together!

Zoey’s attack was immediately blocked!

Like the crazy Demon God, Zoey roared: “He is my enemy! What are you doing to stop me? Get out of
me!”

“Bang!”

Zoey punched and the blood evil god flew out.

“boom!”

With another punch, the evil spirit flew out.

…

Although Wen Lei was blown away with a punch, she only retreated a few hundred meters, but did
not fall.

“You guys hold on for a while! Let me see if there is a way to deal with her!”

Levi Garrison still couldn’t bear to use taboos when facing Zoey.

What if you hurt her or even kill her?

Levi Garrison is now going to check from the ancient books his master left him. Is there any way or
medical technique to control Zoey?

Although it is very slim, you can give it a try.

Levi Garrison immediately flipped through the ancient books.

……

& The seven evil gods and Wen Lei are responsible for restraining Zoey.

But Zoey is too horrible.

Fighting power is getting stronger and stronger with anger!

The seven evil gods were just blocking them, and they didn’t dare to really attack.

Soon most people were injured!

Zoey has a crushing momentum!

Wen Lei was beaten out again and again!

…

I’m afraid they won’t last long!

No one noticed, a pair of eyes were staring here in secret.

Oni samurai sent by the East Island forces! ! !

He had been looking for Levi Garrison’s whereabouts.

The sound of fighting here just attracted him.

He hid and kept observing.

Levi Garrison read the ancient books with all his heart, but didn’t find it directly.

“Huh? There seems to be someone?”

But he still noticed a little energy fluctuation.

There is no time to do other things at this time.

Levi Garrison is still reading ancient books!

He finally saw a needle method in a set of ancient medical techniques, as long as he pierced the
corresponding acupuncture point, he could temporarily control the person.

Control his mind and use it for yourself!

This is a poisonous needle method recorded!

It is a vicious method used by crooked ways to control people’s minds and turn them into their own
puppets.

But what Levi Garrison needs now is to temporarily control Zoey.

So this wicked needle technique can come in handy.

“Little poison, give me a set of silver needles!”

The evil god of poison is good at using poison, but from another perspective, he is also a doctor.

Therefore, it is not a problem to carry the silver needle poisonous needle with you.

The evil god of poison handed the silver needle to Levi Garrison.

Levi Garrison immediately began to act.

While the chaos turned into a flash of lightning and appeared in front of Zoey, a silver needle was
already pierced at the acupuncture point.

“Shit!”

Another shifted position, and a silver needle pierced again.

After continuous transformation, seven silver needles are pierced.

With two more silver needles, Levi Garrison can control the plum dyeing.

At the very moment, the Oni Samurai suddenly shot.

He didn’t want to see Zoey under control.
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The order given to him by the leader of the East Island forces was to inspire Zoey as much as possible
and make her a disaster.

How can he let go of such a good opportunity now?

Seeing that Levi Garrison was about to control the plum dye.

Oni Samurai is ready!

“Boom!!!” A

dark shadow appeared behind Levi out of thin air, a ghost like a demon.

Even the evil spirits who are good at ghostly body techniques were taken aback.

“Can it be like this?” The

black shadow appeared behind Levi Garrison, and immediately attacked Levi Garrison.
Attempt to disrupt his actions.

“I have been waiting for you for a long time!!!” A

voice rang out loudly.

It turned out that Levi Garrison had been waiting for someone in the dark to take action.

It seems that he is controlling Zoey with acupuncture, and he is also guarding against people in the
dark.

Actually waited until he shot!

Levi Garrison suddenly passed behind him and blasted a majestic punch from an incredible angle.

A punch directly hits an air current vortex.

“Boom!” In

an instant, this shadow was shattered.

“Huh? It turned out to be a ghost ghost?”

Levi Garrison asked in surprise.

He and the evil spirits saw the clues at the same time.

Just now, it was not the real body of the Oni Samurai, but a ghostly ghost.

It’s almost the same as Levi Garrison’s ghost clone.

The speed is so fast that it can deceive people.

But it is estimated that the ghost warrior cultivates a body technique, and can have a ghost shadow.

After being discovered, the Oni Samurai also fled immediately.

He also didn’t expect Levi Garrison to be prepared.

Once unsuccessful, he must evacuate!

Levi Garrison adds so many masters, he might stay here.

“Count you running fast!”

Levi Garrison said coldly.

Everyone continued to deal with Zoey.

“Chi!”

“Chi!”

Zoey calmed down as Levi Garrison stabbed the last two silver needles.

Her mind will be Ye Used by King’s Landing.

If Levi Garrison is willing, she can be made a puppet.

Of course Levi Garrison will not.

He did this just to keep Zoey steady.

The current Zoey is too strong, and the brain consciousness is too strong and too strong, and ordinary
methods are useless at all.

Unless you use this wicked stitch!

This place can’t stay anymore.

Levi Garrison led everyone to find a place again and settled the plum dye.

Levi Garrison and Wen Lei came outside.

At this time, Levi Garrison finally had time to ask what happened.

He stood by and listened carefully to Wen Lei’s account of what happened.

“So, now Zoey is still Zoey, but it is affected by Xu Zhengjie’s consciousness! Treating me as an
enemy?”

“It can even be understood as two personalities! The first is a normal her! The second is to treat me as
me. She is the enemy!”

Levi Garrison probably understood.

“Yes! This kind of situation is too rare! No one thought! The key is that these also stimulated Zoey’s
potential! See how strong she is now!”

Wen Lei sighed secretly.

“By the way, how did you survive? That energy explosion, I couldn’t stand it! Let alone stimulate the
potential to transform, the whole body is impossible to stay!”

Levi Garrison asked his own question.

“Yes, that’s right! We can’t survive logically! We were saved!”

“What? People saved? Who?”

Levi Garrison couldn’t imagine that he could still save people in that situation. .

Is this a god?

If it’s him, it’s hard to protect himself.

Not to mention saving people!

What kind of existence is this that can save people in that situation?

“Who saved you?”

Wen Lei probably described the characteristics of the old man.

“Damn!!!”

“My God!!!”

After Levi Garrison listened, his eyes flew out.

Isn’t this his own cheap master?

Why didn’t I think of it just now.

Who will save people besides him?

A question is in Levi Garrison’s mind, how strong is the cheap master?

Is he still human? ? ?
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Before, Levi Garrison had no idea about this mysterious old man.

A little bit now.

He is really strong!

“Do you know each other?”

Wen Lei couldn’t help asking.

“He is my master!”

“What? Your master? Could it be the evil god of fire cloud?”

Wen Lei thought of the evil god of fire cloud for the first time.

Levi Garrison shook his head: “I don’t know if he is, but I don’t think he is! He may be much more
powerful than Huoyun Cthulhu!”
According to Levi Garrison’s observations, he received information from Tiance Mansion and the
Seven Cthulhus.

Huoyun Cthulhu may be between him.

Who is strong is not necessarily weak.

So he concluded that Huoyun Cthulhu was not his master at all!

“Generally speaking, this time is good! Xu Zhengjie got rid of it! Otherwise he is really not easy to kill!
Secondly, you also get super power!”

Levi Garrison smiled.

“Hey, Zoey’s condition is worrying! She completely forgot about you now and treats you as an
enemy!”

“As long as she sees you, she will immediately become another murderer! I checked with modern
equipment! She is no different! This means that modern medicine cannot treat her condition at all!”

Wen Lei sighed.

“But, you can try Erudia’s genius doctor! Some masters of ancient medical skills may solve it!”

“There is another way, is to slowly influence Zoey! Let her understand that you are not her enemy,
you It’s her husband, let her accept you a little bit! But this approach is currently unrealistic! It will take a
long, long time!”

“For the time being, you should not meet with Zoey! Once we meet, something will definitely happen!
We all think about it. How to solve Zoey’s situation!”

Wen Lei gave Levi Garrison a move.

“Well, it can only be done like this!”

… After

Oni Samurai returned, he passed the news to the boss.

The boss and Richard are having a video conference.

“Huh? Zoey is so powerful , Levi Garrison can control it? “

Richard was shocked.

” But I’m sure, have long leaf plum dye monarchs regarded as the enemy! This is a hidden danger, if
only we can take advantage of it! “The

leader of the East Island forces smiled: “Leave it to us, we are the best at this thing!” “After the

video ended, Richard sat in a daze, tapping the table with his fingers.

“Mr. Richard! good news! “At

this time, his subordinates suddenly ran over.

“What’s wrong?” “

Mr. Xu Zhengjie’s technique of transforming the body into an energy body has basically been
restored! Next is the experiment! Once the experiment is successful, we can transform the energy body
in batches! At that time we had a lot of powerhouses like Xu Zhengjie! “

…

Richard also smiled excitedly

when he heard this. He returned from Erudia and took away all the technical drawings and equipment
left by Xu Zhengjie. In

order to restore the experiment of Xu Zhengjie’s transformation of a pure energy body. .

so they can create a steady stream of Xu Zhengjie come.

at that time fighters in the country will stand at the top of the world!

who can be the enemy?

Xu Zhengjie become a powerful but pure terror after the energy body!

even Cthulhu three together will not work!

The cannon won’t be broken, the poison won’t hurt, and the energy won’t be exhausted, they won’t
die.

This is too terrifying!

“Okay, hurry up and experiment! Say what you need! The laboratory regards this as the number one
event to do! We will fully support you! “

Richard’s eyes flashed with iciness.

Not far from the laboratory behind him, becoming the world’s number one overlord.

Levi Garrison, who had just finished talking with Wen Lei, came outside and just assigned tasks to the
seven evil gods.

But the next second, the seven evil gods received the news.

Suddenly, their subordinates were severely attacked and suffered heavy casualties.

“Let’s go, I’ll go and see with you!”

